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ABSTRACT
Objective. To demonstrate the potential ofMonte Carlo (MC) to support the resource-intensive
measurements that comprise the commissioning of the treatment planning system (TPS) of new
proton therapy facilities.Approach. Beammodels of a pencil beam scanning system (Varian ProBeam)
were developed inGATE (v8.2), Eclipse proton convolution superposition algorithm (v16.1, Varian
Medical Systems) andRayStationMC (v12.0.100.0, RaySearch Laboratories), using the beam
commissioning data. Allmodels werefirst benchmarked against the same commissioning data and
validated on seven spread-out Bragg peak (SOBP) plans. Then, we explored the use ofMC to optimise
dose calculation parameters, fully understand the performance and limitations of TPS in
homogeneous fields and support the development of patient-specific quality assurance (PSQA)
processes.We compared the dose calculations of the TPSs againstmeasurements (DDTPSvs.Meas.) or
GATE (DDTPSvs.GATE) for an extensive set of plans of varying complexity. This included homogeneous
planswith varyingfield-size, range, width, and range-shifters (RSs) (n= 46) andPSQAplans for
different anatomical sites (n= 11).Main results. The three beammodels showed good agreement
against the commissioning data, and dose differences of 3.5% and 5%were found for SOBPplans
without andwith RSs, respectively. DDTPSvs.Meas. andDDTPSvs.GATE were correlated inmost scenarios.
In homogeneous fields the Pearson’s correlation coefficient was 0.92 and 0.68 for Eclipse and
RayStation, respectively. The standard deviation of the differences betweenGATE andmeasurements
(±0.5% for homogeneous and±0.8% for PSQAplans)was applied as tolerancewhen comparing
TPSswithGATE. 72%and 60%of the plans werewithin theGATEpredicted dose difference for both
TPSs, for homogeneous and PSQA cases, respectively. Significance. Developing and validating aMC
beammodel early on into the commissioning of newproton therapy facilities can support the
validation of the TPS and facilitate comprehensive investigation of its capabilities and limitations.

1. Introduction

Proton beam therapy (PBT) is becoming increasingly available for cancer treatment worldwide. The growing
interest inmaking PBTmore available reflects the favourable dose distributions that can be achieved, allowing
for integral dose reduction in younger patients and the treatment of complex diseases (Foote et al 2012,
Mohan 2022).With a remarkable number of facilities currently treating patients andmanymore in
development stages (PTCOG2023), efficient clinical commissioning standards and procedures becomemore
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critical. Commissioning of themultiple individual components of the proton therapy system is essential prior to
clinical use. These include the treatment delivery system (accelerator, beamline and nozzle), the patient imaging
components and the treatment planning system (TPS), amongst others (Farr et al 2021).

The TPS is one of the key elements of the PBT system as it is used to plan, optimise, and assess patients’
treatments. The clinical commissioning of the TPS includes beamdata acquisition,modelling of the beam and
validation of the calculated doses, for which a set of comprehensive but time-consuming experimental
measurements are required. For the TPS dose validation in pencil beam scanning (PBS) systems, the American
Association of Physicists inMedicine (AAPM)TaskGroup 185 recommendsmeasurements of dose outputs in
both uniform and non-uniform fields of varying complexity (Farr et al 2021). The uniform fields in
homogeneousmedia should comprisemonoenergetic layers and spread-out Bragg peaks (SOBPs) of different
combinations offield size, range, andwidth (modulation). The non-uniform fields consist of a variety of patient-
specific quality assurance (PSQA)plans, representative of clinical indications to be treated at the facility. Both
types offields should be verified for planswith andwithout beammodifying devices like range shifters (RSs)
(Farr et al 2021). It is fundamental that the dose calculation algorithms used clinically are accurate and thismust
be assessed during commissioning, prior to starting patient treatments.

Analytical pencil beam (PB) algorithms embeddedwithin TPSs are themost popular tools for dose
calculations in the clinic. Themain limitation of analyticalmodels is the poormodelling of the lateral scatter
which leads to inaccurate dose calculation in complex and heterogeneousmedia (deMartino et al 2021, Saini
et al 2018).Monte Carlo (MC) codes are considered themost accurate dose calculation engines in radiotherapy,
as these simulate particle transport inmatter based on fundamental particle interactions (Paganetti et al 2008,
Paganetti 2012, Grassberger et al 2015, Yepes et al 2018, Tommasino et al 2018). Historically,MC algorithms
were available in very specialised software packages tailored for research use, limiting their application in clinical
settings (Waters et al 2007, Agostinelli et al 2003, Böhlen et al 2014).More recently, there has been an effort to
develop toolkits tomake general-purposeMCcodesmore user-friendly for researchers and clinical staff
working inmedical physics applications. Examples of such toolkits are TOPAS (Perl et al 2012) andGATE (Jan
et al 2011, Sarrut et al 2014) forGeant4 (Agostinelli et al 2003) and Flair (Vlachoudis 2009) for FLUKA (Böhlen
et al 2014). Similarly, commercial TPSs have started to incorporateMCalgorithms for dose calculations—for
example, AcurosPT in Eclipse (VarianMedical Systems) and theMCalgorithm inRayStation (RaySearch
Laboratories). To reduce computational times, strategies like simplifying or neglecting some particle transport
processes (Schreuder et al 2019, VarianMedical Systems 2020) and/orGPU (Graphical ProcessingUnits)
implementations (VarianMedical Systems 2023, RaySearch Laboratories 2023) are often employed. Regardless
of the superiority ofMC, PB algorithms are still largely used clinically due to their convenience and availability.

The simulation of clinical treatment plans in general purposeMC toolkits requires accuratemodelling of the
incident beam.MCmodels of clinical beamsmay be used to support decisionmaking at clinical facilities. The
most popular use of general purposeMCcodes in proton therapy is for independent dose calculations, with
multiple studies demonstrating in-houseworkflows for this application (Paganetti et al 2008, Tourovsky et al
2005, Grevillot et al 2012,Magro et al 2015, Fracchiolla et al 2015, Aitkenhead et al 2020, Verburg et al 2016,
GuterresMarmitt et al 2020). However, there are other applications that have been less explored. TheAAPM
TaskGroup 185 suggestsMC as an alternative to directmeasurements to support the different stages of the
commissioning process of newproton facilities (Farr et al 2021). In this context, some studies have shown that
MCgenerated beamdata could reduce the number ofmeasurements required to configure a beammodel in the
TPS (Newhauser et al 2007, Clasie et al 2012). Alternatively, an adequately validatedMCmodel of a PBS system
could be developed early into the commissioning stage of a new facility to support the dose validation of the
radiotherapy TPS. This could help reduce the number of TPS validationmeasurements performed during this
process (for example, to specificfield configurationswhereMCwould indicate larger dosimetric differences),
enhance the number and variety of cases tested, as well as allow amore comprehensive understanding of the
dose calculation engine and its limitations before starting the treatment of patients. The number of
measurements required during commissioning of new facilities are resource- and time-consuming. It is
recognised that efficiency improvements during the early stages of a new facility can lead to transitioning to the
routine clinical phase on schedule and reduce the risk of delays going clinical.

In this work, our aimwas to demonstrate the potential ofMCduring the TPS dose validation process for a
newproton therapy facility. First, we tuned and benchmarked amodel of the proton system installed in our
institution using beam commissioning data and a limited number of homogeneous fields. Then, with a properly
benchmarkedMC implementation, we demonstrated the potential ofMC to complement the extensive
measurements that comprise the optimisation and validation of the TPS of newproton therapy facilities. The
analysis was performed for twoTPSs to validate our approach formultiple dose calculation engines. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first time an independentMC toolwas investigated in detail to support the TPS dose
verification and validation during the commissioning of a newPBS system.
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2.Methods andmaterials

The proton beam systemmodelled in this workwas theVarian ProBeam (VarianMedical Systems) installed at
University College LondonHospitals proton centre, in theUK. This clinical systemwas retrospectivelymodelled
inGATE (Jan et al 2011, Sarrut et al 2014), an open-sourceMCpackage, and in two commercial TPS systems—
Eclipse (VarianMedical Systems) andRayStation (RaySearch Laboratories).

2.1. Beam commissioning data
The beam commissioning data used consisted ofmeasurements of integral depth-doses (IDDs) and absolute
dose calibration inwater and spot profiles in air, for nominal energies ranging from70 to 245MeV, in steps of
5 MeV. The IDDs ofmonoenergetic pencil beamsweremeasured in awater phantom, using a 4.08 cm sensitive
radius plane-parallel PTWBragg peak chamber 34070 (PTW-Freiburg). The absolute dosewas determined by
measuring the dose at the reference depth of 2 cmwater-equivalent depth, for 10× 10 cm2 layers, with 2.5 mm
spot spacing, using a plane-parallel PTWRoos chamber 34001 (PTW-Freiburg). For each IDD, thewhole curve
was normalised to the absolute dose determined at the reference depth. Finally, the IDDswere scaled according
to a relative biological effect (RBE) factor of 1.1 [units: Gymm2MU-1 (RBE)]. The spot profiles weremeasured,
bothwith andwithout RSs in the beam’s path, at the isocentre and at six distances both up and downstream from
the isocentre plane (0 cm,±10 cm,±20 cm and±40 cm), using the 42× 32 cm scintillation detector XRV-4000
HawkBeamProfiler (Logos Systems). The uncertainty of themeasured profiles is within± 0.1 mmat the full
width at halfmaximumposition, andwithin±0.3 mmat centroid positions. The spot sizes in the x and y
directions according to the beam’s eye view coordinates were defined as one standard deviation (σ) of aGaussian
function fitted to themeasured spot profiles. For spot profilemeasurements with each of the three RS options
(40× 30 cm2 Lexan Polycarbonate blocks of 2, 3 and 5 cm thickness), the RSswere inserted into afixed position
within the ProBeam’s fully retracted snout. Thewater equivalent thickness (WET) of eachRSwasmeasured
using theGiraffe detector (Ion BeamApplications SA), which has an uncertainty in range determination
of 0.5 mm.

2.2. Beammodelling and dose calculation in Eclipse andRayStation
Beammodels were built for the proton convolution superposition (PCS) algorithm in Eclipse v16.1 and theMC
algorithm inRayStation v12.0.100.0 following the specifications provided by themanufacturers (VarianMedical
Systems 2020, RaySearch Laboratories 2019). In Eclipse, the usermust providemeasurements of IDDs
(calibrated to units of Gy mm2MU−1 (RBE)) and spot profiles bothwith andwithout RSs. The PCS algorithm
requiresmeasurement data of spot profiles with RSs tomodel the lateral scattering of the beam in the presence of
RSs. The lateral cut-off calculation parameter,σEcl, was set to themaximumvalue of 4 (unless stated otherwise).
In RayStation, the usermust providemeasurements of IDDs, absolute dose calibration and spot profiles without
RSs only, as it is not an option to import spot profilesmeasuredwith RSs. Thematerial of the RSswas selected
according to the details provided by themanufacturer.

2.3. Beammodelling inGATE
TheMCmodel of the clinical beamwas implemented usingGATE v8.2.Ourmodelling approach consisted of a
parameterisation of the pencil beam source as a function of the nominal energy. The pencil beam type source in
GATE is characterised by its energy (Emean –mean energy andσE – energy spread) and optical parameters (σx and
σy – spot size,σθ andσj – spot divergence and òx and òy – emittance in the x and y directions, respectively). The
sourcewas positioned beyond the nozzle exit, prior to the beammodifying devices, at 60 cmupstream from the
isocentre, so that the RSs could be physicallymodelled in the simulations. The parametrisationwas achieved by
tuning iteratively the beamproperties at the source tomatch the experimental beam commissioning data in the
absence of anyRSs. The RSswere thenmodelled at the nozzle exit as 40×30 cm2 blocks of Lexan Polycarbonate
(fraction byweight: 5.5%H, 75.5%C, 19%O)with varying thicknesses (2, 3 and 5 cm). The density of Lexan
Polycarbonate is 1.21 g cm−3 according to themanufacturer specifications (VarianMedical Systems 2020); this
density was empirically adjusted to 1.195 g cm−3 in theMC simulations tomatch the simulated and
experimentalWET.

Figure 1 shows a summary of the beamparametrisationmethodology, which consisted of three sequential
optimisation steps: (1) optical parameters, (2) energy parameters and (3) absolute dose calibration. The fraction
of energy scored during the optimisation of the IDDs is dependent on the optical properties (Grevillot et al
2011). Therefore, the optical parameters were determined first andwere used in the tuning of the energy
parameters (Grevillot et al 2011, Yeom et al 2020). The absolute dose calibrationwas obtained by normalising
the area under the curve of the IDDs inGATE to that of themeasured IDDs. TheQGSP_BIC_EMZphysics list
was used in all simulations and the production cuts on secondary particles (electrons, photons, positrons)were
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set to 0.01 mmaccording to the recommendation provided byWinterhalter et al (2020b). All simulations had a
statistical uncertainty below 0.25%. The optimisation process was implemented inMATLAB 2019b
(Mathworks). Complete details of the optimisation strategy can be found in supplementarymaterial 1.

2.4.Dose calculation parameters for tested plans
All the plans used in this work to demonstrate the potential ofMC to complement experimentalmeasurements
were optimised in Eclipse using the non-linear universal proton optimizer (NUPO) algorithm (VarianMedical
Systems 2020, Nocedal andWright 2006). Two types of planswere evaluated: homogeneous (such as layers and
box-fields) and non-homogeneous (clinical PSQAfields). The doses were calculated using a 40×40×40 cm3

water box (for homogeneous fields) or a 30× 30× 30 cm3 solidwater (PTWRW3) box (for non-homogeneous
fields). Thewatermaterial was defined by assigning to the box structure a relative stopping power (RSP) of 1 for
dose calculations. The RSP for the solidwater phantomwas calculated formultiple solidwater slabs as the ratio
between theWET,measuredwith theGiraffe detector (Ion BeamApplications SA), and the physical thickness,
and the average RSP of 1.041±0.002was considered. A resolution of 1× 1× 1 mm3was the default value used
for 3Ddose calculations in all algorithms. The planswere then delivered experimentally with the ProBeam at our
institution, as well as recalculated independently in the other dose calculation engines—GATE andRayStation.

Figure 1.Workflowof the automated process developed tomodel a pencil beam scanning system inGATE.
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InGATE, the parameterised beammodel described in section 2.3was utilised. For plans recalculated in
water, a water box geometry was defined, whereas for plans recalculated in solidwater, an imagewith the
correspondingHUswas imported and positioned according to the plan. Thewatermaterial was definedwith a
density of 1 g cm−3 andmean excitation energy of 78 eV (ICRU report 90 2016). The solidwatermaterial was
defined as per specifications of themanufacturer (fraction byweight: 7.6%H, 90.4%C, 1.2%Ti, 0.8%O) and its
density of 1.045 g cm−3 was tuned to 1.057 g cm−3 inGATE tomatch the experimental RSP. In all GATE
simulations the number of primary particles simulatedwas chosen to achieve a statistical uncertainty below
0.5%. In RayStation, the doses were recalculated using theMCalgorithm.Waterwas definedwith a density of
1 g cm−3 and solid water (same elemental composition as inGATE)was definedwith a density of 1.062 g cm−3

tomatch the experimental RSP. All plans were calculated in RayStationwith a statistical uncertainty of 0.5%.

2.5.Demonstration of the potential ofMC to support TPS commissioning
The experiments performed to demonstrate the potential ofMC to support and complement the experimental
measurements necessary during the TPS dose validation are summarised infigure 2 and described in detail in the
following sections.

2.5.1. Benchmarking of the beammodels
Thefirst experiment consisted of benchmarking the beammodels built inGATE and the twoTPSs against
experimentalmeasurements with the aimof verifying the accuracy of their implementation and performance in
a limited but representative number of scenarios. This step should be performed in the early stage of the
commissioning to gain confidence in both theMCand theTPS’smodels. Therefore, the benchmarking data
included the beam commissioning data and a limited number of IDDs and lateral profiles in SOBPs inwater
(with andwithout RSs).

The three beammodels were first compared against the beam commissioning data. TheAAPM task group
224 recommends range tolerances for the IDDs to bewithin± 1 mmandmaximumdifferences of±10% for the
spot sizes (Arjomandy et al 2019). InGATE, IDDs and spot profiles (with andwithout RSs)were simulated using
the parametrised beammodel. In Eclipse, the calculated IDDs and spot profiles with andwithout RSswere
exported from the system. InRayStation, themodel fitted IDDs and spot profiles without RSswere exported
from the system, similarly to Eclipse. However, since RayStation does notmodel range-shifting devices using
measurement data, themodelled spot profiles with RSs (2, 3 and 5 cm) could not be directly exported. Instead,
treatment plans of single spots in air with RSs of varying thickness for all energies were created. The 3Ddosewas
calculated and the array of voxels in the x and y directions corresponding to the depth ofmeasurements were
extracted from the 3Ddose files, using an in-house developedMATLAB code.

The performance of themodels was then comprehensively assessed in a set of seven box fields delivered to
water: three 10×10 cm2 spread-out Bragg peaks (SOBP) plans of 15, 20 and 30 cm range (R) and 10 cmwidth
(W) (without a RS), and four 5×5 cm2 SOBPplans of 12 cm R and 5 cmW (onewithout a RS and threewith RSs
of varying thickness). For each plan, the following datawasmeasured experimentally: IDDs in the centre of the
volumes using a PTWRoos 34001 ionisation chamber and lateral profiles using the PTWmicroDiamond 60019
detector. IDDs and lateral profiles were extracted from the 3Ddose distributions by integrating the dose along
the depth for the area of the PTWRoos ionisation chamber and by extracting the lateral array of voxels at the

Figure 2.Workflowof the steps and experiments performed to demonstrate the potential of an independentMCbeammodel to
inform and complement the commissioning and dose validation of the TPS of a newproton therapy facility.
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central plane, respectively. Each lateral profile, bothmeasured and calculated, was normalised to its value at the
central coordinate.

2.5.2.MC to support TPS commissioning
The second experiment consisted of demonstrating the potential ofMC to complement the time-consuming
and resource-intensivemeasurements of TPS dose validation in new facilities. Herewe aim to investigate how
centresmay incorporate an adequately validatedMCbeammodel to support the verification process of their
TPS.We investigated howMCmay inform the optimisation of TPS calculation parameters (in Eclipse) and the
validation of the twoTPSmodels in both homogeneous and non-homogeneous field plans. To demonstrate
these application scenarios, the output of the two commercial TPSswas compared againstmeasurements or
GATE for an extensive set of planswith diverse complexity just like those used during commissioning to evaluate
the TPS dose calculation. A summary of the scenarios and a description of theirmeasurement and calculation in
the three algorithms is presented in table 1; complete details are provided in the paragraphs below.

2.5.2.1. Scenario 1: optimisation of calculation parameters—lateral cut-off and dose grid resolution
Commercial dose calculation algorithmsmay provide the freedom for the user to select their preferred dose
calculation parameters. The choice of the dose calculation parameters has a non-negligible influence on the dose
calculation accuracy (Zhao 2013). Therefore, as part of commissioning, these parametersmust be evaluated to
identify the adequate balance between calculation accuracy and computation time. In Eclipse, we investigated
two calculation parameters: the lateral cut-off,σEcl, and the grid resolution. TheσEcl calculation parameter is
defined as ‘the cut-off value for the extent of the lateral dose calculation in units of the beamlet sigma or spot sigma’
(VarianMedical Systems 2020) andmay influence the absolute dose calculation. The resolution of the dose grid
may influence the local dose distribution significantly, especially for small and non-homogeneous fields
(Zhao 2013). In order to demonstrate that these calculation parameters could be tuned relying onMConly, a set
of ten 10× 10 cm2 SOBPplans inwater with varying range andwidthwere simulated inGATE and calculated in
Eclipse using aσEcl value of 2, 3 and 4. To evaluate the influence of the grid resolution on both homogeneous and
non-homogeneous fields, the same ten SOBPplans and seven PSQA cases were recalculated in Eclipse with
varying grid resolution (1× 1× 1, 2× 2× 2 and 3× 3× 3 mm3), using the previously optimisedσEcl parameter.
The point dose outputs at the centre of the SOBP for each parameter fromEclipse were compared to both
measurements andGATE, in terms of themean difference value and standard deviation.

2.5.2.2. Scenario 2: dose evaluation in homogeneous fields
One step in the performance verification of a clinical TPS consists of evaluating the lateral effect of the beamhalo
by analysing the dose outputs at the centre of squaredmono-energetic fields. TheGaussian fit approximation of
the transverse spot profiles in analytical dose calculation algorithms disregards the broad tails of the spot
profiles, also known as beamhalo (Harms et al 2020). The beamhalo is the result of particle scatteringwithin the
beam line and nuclear interactions, which have a larger weight for higher energy beams (Sawakuchi et al 2010,
Gottschalk et al 2015). It is challenging to assess the effect of the beamhalo in single spots. However, the
cumulative contribution of the low-dose envelope is significant for largerfields, where there is superposition of
single pencil beams (Sawakuchi et al 2010, Grevillot et al 2011,Harms et al 2020). The dose outputs formono-
energetic layerfields should increase with increasingfield size, reaching a dose plateauwhen charged particle
equilibrium is achieved - as the number of single beams is larger, a larger contribution of low dose is expected in
total (Grevillot et al 2011). To evaluate the lateral effect of the beamhalo, the dose at 2 cmWET for a 100MeV
mono-energetic layer wasmeasured and obtainedwith the three calculation algorithms for seven different field
sizes (3× 3, 4× 4, 5× 5, 7× 7, 10× 10, 12× 12, 15× 15 cm2). The 2 cmdepthwas chosen as it presents a low
dose gradient, which decreases detector positioning uncertainties. All dose values were normalised to the output
of the 10×10 cm2

field. The calculated point dose outputs usingGATE and both TPSwere compared against
measurements to evaluate the accuracy of each algorithm. Eclipse andRayStation outputs were also compared
against GATE. The contribution of the beamhalo for spots acrossmultiple energy layers can be further evaluated
in SOBPplans, whichwill be dependent on SOBP range andwidth.

An extensive set of uniform SOBPfields of varying field size and varying range/width, covering a
representative range of clinical energies, should be evaluated. TheAAPMTaskGroup 185 suggested a list of
fields to investigate in table V of their publication (Farr et al 2021). Considering the significant number offields
recommended and the associated resources and time required formeasurements, a representative subset of
plans could befirstmeasured. One couldmake use of this experimental data to infer the dose outputs for the
remaining plans throughMC simulations, to gain a better understanding of the TPS dose calculation algorithm
and its limitations. If large deviations in dose for these plans are observedwhen comparing toMC, then those
cases should be verified againstmeasurements. A total of 39, 10×10 cm2 SOBPfields, with varying range
(10–35 cm), width (2–20 cm) and range shifter options were tested.Within these, a subset of 10 SOBPfields were
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Table 1. Summary of scenarios investigated to demonstrate the potential ofMonteCarlo to support the commissioning of clinical treatment planning systems.

Scenario Plan type Measurement GATE Eclipse RayStation

Calculation

parameters

Lateral cut-off value SOBPplans

with varying range andwidth in

water (n= 10)

Point doses in the centre of

SOBP (R-W/2)using a PTW
Roos 34001 ionisation cham-

ber and point doses per selec-

ted PSQAplane using a PTW

Semiflex ionisation chamber

40× 40× 40 cm3water box; dose scored in a cylin-

der (radius= 0.78 cm and thickness= 0.1 mm)
positioned at R-W/2 of the SOBP

σEcl= 2, 3 or 4 and resolution of 1× 1× 1mm3;Dose

extracted at the R-W/2 coordinate

N/A

Dose calculation resolution SOBP

planswith varying range andwidth

inwater (n= 10) and PSQA
plans (n= 6)

σEcl= 4 and resolution of 1× 1× 1, 2× 2× 2 and 3× 3×
3 mm3;Dose extracted at the R-W/2 coordinate

N/A

Homogeneous

fields

100 MeVmono-energetic layer

plans of different field sizes (3× 3,

4× 4, 5× 5, 7× 7, 10× 10, 12× 12,

15× 15) delivered to solid
water (n= 7)

Point doses at 2 cmWETusing

a PTWRoos 34001 ionisation

chamber

40× 40× 40 cm3 solidwater box; dose scored in a

cylinder (radius= 0.78 cm and

thickness= 0.1 mm) positioned at 2 cmWET

σEcl= 4 and resolution

of 1× 1× 1mm3

Dose extracted at 2 cmWET

in a structure representing the

PTWRoos ionisation

chamber
Resolution of 1× 1× 1mm3

Dose extracted at 2 cm

WET in a structure

representing the PTW

Roos ionisation

chamber

SOBPplanswith varying range

(10 cm to 35 cm), width (2 cm to

20 cm) and range-shifter options
delivered towater (n = 39)

Point doses in the centre of

SOBP (R-W/2)using a PTW
Roos 34001 ionisation

chamber

40 × 40 × 40 cm3water box; dose scored in a

cylinder (radius= 0.78 cm and

thickness= 0.1 mm) positioned at R-W/2 of

the SOBP

Dose extracted at the R-W/2

coordinate of the SOBP

Dose extracted at the

R-W/2 coordinate of

the SOBP

Heterogeneous

fields

PSQAplans of different anatomical

sites delivered to solidwater (n= 11)

2 to 3 planes per field using a

PTWOCTAVIUS array detec-

tor 1500XDR

40× 40× 40 cm3 phantom

extracted from the TPS and

imported asCT image; dose

scoredwithin a 1× 1×
1 mm3 grid

Point doses

extracted from the

3Ddosemap

using an in-house

script
σEcl= 4 and resolution

of 1× 1× 1 mm3

Point doses extracted from

the 3Ddosemap using an in-

house script

Resolution of 1× 1× 1mm3

Point doses extracted

from the 3Ddosemap

using an in-house script

One point dose per selected

plane using a PTWSemiflex

3D 31021 ionisation chamber

Matching plane

closest tomea-

surement depth

selected from the

3Ddosemap

Matching plane closest to

measurement depth selected

from the 3Ddosemap

Matching plane closest

tomeasurement depth

selected from the 3D

dosemap

R= range,W=Width, SOBP= SpreadOut Bragg Peak
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selected (the same ones as tested for the optimisation of the calculation parameters), ensuring variability in
ranges andwidths.We then investigated if the standard deviation of the differences betweenGATE and
measurements could be used as threshold to consider when comparing TPS dose outputs withGATE, to identify
plans that fail the established passing criteria of 2% (equation (1)). Equation (1) and the threshold value found
considering the 10 fields was further applied to the full set of 39 SOBPs.

( )( )  <Differences Threshold Passing Criteria 1TPS vs.GATE

2.5.2.3. Scenario 3: dose evaluation in non-homogeneous field
Thefinal verification of a clinical TPS before approving its clinical use consists of evaluating dose calculations for
a range of preclinical PSQAplans againstmeasurements. This step is essential to understand the behaviour of the
dose calculation algorithm for different types of non-homogeneous plans and anatomical sites. Furthermore,
standard PSQAprocedureworkflows should be developed and adopted by the centre, whichmay also include
the use ofMCas an independent dose calculation tool.Measuring a range of clinical plans allows one to
understand the performance of both the TPS andMC in complexfields.

A total of 11 PSQAplans of different anatomical sites, delivered to solid water, were tested. The anatomical
sites included brain, spine, pelvis, head and neck and breast cases. 2D plane doses weremeasured at up to three
pre-defined depths in the solid water phantomper field, using the ionisation chambermatrix PTWOCTAVIUS
detector 1500XDR. This detector contains 1405 ionisation chambers (4.4× 4.4× 3 mm3) arranged on a
27× 27 cm2matrix, with a centre-to-centre distance between each ionisation chamber of 7.1 mm.Then, for
each plane, a dose point was alsomeasured using a PTWSemiflex 3D 31021 cylindrical ionisation chamber. This
small ionisation chamber (sensitive volume of 0.07 cm3) provides high spatial resolution and is adequate for
point dosemeasurements. A total of 72 planes and correspondent points weremeasured and analysed. Allfields
were simulated inGATE and calculated in both TPSs, and a 3Ddose gridwas obtained for each field. The point
doses were derived from each 3Ddose distribution by taking the coordinates of themeasuring points and
extracting the dose in a region of interest corresponding to the volume of the PTWSemiflex ionisation chamber.
Similar to the SOBPplans, the standard deviation of differences betweenGATE andmeasurements for allfields
consideredwas used as thresholdwhen comparing TPS dose outputs withGATE. Point dose differences below
3%were considered as the clinical passing criteria. A 3%/3 mm local gamma analysis with a lower cut dose
threshold of 5%was adopted, following our institution’s protocol to evaluate PSQAplans. This analysis was
performed for the 2Ddose planes to test the agreement between the three dose calculation algorithms and the
measured arrays, followingHussein et al 2017. Gammapass rates above 95%were defined aswithin clinically
passing criteria (Farr et al 2021).

3. Results

3.1. Benchmarking of the beammodels
Table 2 summarises the validation data of the beammodels against commissioning beamdata of IDDs and air
profiles, plus a representative set of seven box fields inwater. Examples ofmeasured and calculated IDDs and
spot profiles for 70MeV and 245MeV are shown in supplementarymaterial 2.Overall, the three beammodels
matched the commissioning beamdatawithin the tolerances described in section 2.5.1 formost cases. However,
theMonteCarlo-based beammodels (GATE andRayStation) presented a superior performance on average
when considering the IDDs and lateral profiles for the tested boxfield scenarios.

The IDDsmodelled inGATE, Eclipse andRayStationwere compared against the experimental IDDs in
terms ofR80%,W80%, area under the curve (AUC), dose at 2 cmdepth and dose at the peak. The absolute
differences inR80% (figure 3(a))werewithin 0.1 mm for the TPSs and 0.4 mm forGATE.GATER80% differences
were larger and had a larger standard deviation across the energy range, likely because the energy parameters
were optimisedwith the trade-off of balancing different quantities (R80%,W80% and the peak-to-plateau ratio).
The absolute differences inW80% (figure 3(b)) ranged from−0.1 to 0.4 mm forGATE andRayStation, and a
maximumdifference of -0.7 mmwas observed for Eclipse. RayStation overestimatedW80% formost energies
whilst Eclipse underestimatedW80% for energies higher than 150MeV. Regarding the AUC (figure 3(c)), the
absolute andmean differences across all nominal energies were within 0.4% and 0.1%, respectively, for all
algorithms. GATEpresented the largest standard deviation amongst allmodels, while Eclipse overestimated the
area under the curve formost energies. Differences in dose at 2 cmdepth and at the peak (figure 3(d) and (e),
respectively) between theGATEmodel and themeasured IDDswerewithin 2%,with a tendency to
underestimate the dose at 2 cmdepth and overestimate the dose at the peak. Differences in dose at 2 cmdepth
werewithin approximately 0.5% for RayStation and ranged from−2% to 0.8% for Eclipse, showing an energy
dependence. Formost energies, the differences in peak dosewere less than 1% for both Eclipse andRayStation.
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Table 2.Benchmarking data of the dose calculationmodels against basic experimental data: IDDs, spot profiles with andwithout RSs and box fields inwater with varying range, width, with andwithout range shifting devices.

Diff.= algorithm−measured Mean± standard deviation [range]

GATE Eclipse Raystation

Integral depth-dose curves Range at 80%dose (mm) 0.0± 0.2 [−0.3 to 0.4] 0.0± 0.1 [−0.1 to 0.1] 0.0± 0.0 [−0.1 to 0.1]
Width at 80%dose (mm) 0.1± 0.1 [−0.1 to 0.3] −0.2± 0.3 [−0.7 to 0.1] 0.1± 0.1 [−0.1 to 0.4]
Area under curve (%) 0.0± 0.1 [−0.3 to 0.4] 0.1± 0.0 [0.0 to 0.2] 0.0± 0.0 [−0.1 to 0.1]
Dose at 2 cm (%) −1.0± 0.3 [−1.7 to−0.3] −0.8± 0.9 [−2.0 to 0.8] −0.2± 0.3 [−0.6 to 0.4]
Dose at peak (%) 1.1± 0.6 [−0.2 to 2.0] −0.3± 0.3 [−0.7–0.3] −0.9± 1.2 [−6.0 to 0.4]

Spot profiles Isocentre—X (mm) NoRS 0.0± 0.0 [−0.1 to 0.1] 0.0± 0.0 [−0.1 to 0.1] 0.0± 0.1 [−0.1 to 0.1]
RS= 2 cm 0.0± 0.1 [−0.4 to 0.1] 0.0± 0.0 [−0.2 to 0.0] 0.0± 0.1 [−0.3 to 0.1]
RS= 3 cm −0.1± 0.2 [−0.7 to 0.1] 0.0± 0.1 [−0.2 to 0.0] 0.1± 0.1 [−0.2 to 0.1]
RS= 5 cm −0.1± 0.2 [−0.7 to 0.1] −0.1± 0.1 [−0.2 to 0.0] −0.1± 0.1 [−0.3 to 0.1]

Isocentre—Y (mm) NoRS 0.0± 0.1 [−0.2 to 0.1] 0.0± 0.0 [−0.1 to 0.1] 0.0± 0.1 [−0.1 to 0.1]
RS= 2 cm −0.1± 0.1 [−0.6 to 0.1] 0.0± 0.0 [−0.1 to 0.0] −0.1± 0.1 [−0.3 to 0.1]
RS= 3 cm −0.1± 0.2 [−0.8 to 0.1] 0.0± 0.1 [−0.2 to 0.0] −0.1± 0.1 [−0.3 to 0.1]
RS= 5 cm −0.1± 0.2 [−0.8 to 0.3] −0.1± 0.1 [−0.3 to 0.1] −0.1± 0.1 [−0.3 to 0.0]

10× 10× 10 cm3 boxfields (without RSs) Integral depth−dose (%) R80%= 15 cm −0.4± 0.9 [−1.6 to 1.2] −0.5± 1.5 [−1.8 to 4.0] −0.2± 0.8 [−2.7 to 1.0]
R80%= 20 cm 0.0± 1.2 [−1.7 to 2.4] −1.8± 0.9 [−3.1 to−0.3] −0.3± 0.4 [−0.9 to 0.6]
R80%= 30 cm −0.2± 0.6 [−1.1 to 0.9] −1.9± 1.9 [−6.0 to 1.5] −0.4± 1.9 [−6.0 to 2.2]

Lateral profile (%) R80%= 15 cm −0.1± 0.3 [−0.9 to 0.4] −0.2± 1.2 [−2.0 to 1.9] −0.3± 0.4 [−1.5 to 0.5]
R80%= 20 cm −0.4± 0.6 [−1.5 to 0.7] −0.0± 1.9 [−3.3 to 2.4] −0.4± 0.7 [−2.0 to 0.9]
R80%= 30 cm −0.5± 0.9 [−2.0 to 1.0] −0.2± 1.6 [−2.9 to 2.0] −0.1± 0.6 [−1.0 to 0.9]

5× 5× 5 cm3 boxfieldsR80%= 7 cm (withRSs) Integral depth−dose (%) NoRS −0.4± 1.2 [−2.0 to 2.5] 0.1± 1.6 [−1.4 to 5.4] −0.7± 0.4 [−1.7 to 0.0]
RS= 2 cm −0.8± 1.1 [−2.2 to 1.9] −0.3± 2.2 [−3.4 to 4.9] −0.9± 0.7 [−2.3–0.6]
RS= 3 cm −1.4± 0.9 [−2.5 to 0.3] −0.3± 2.1 [−3.0 to 4.2] −1.5± 0.7 [−3.8 to−0.7]
RS= 5 cm −1.5± 0.7 [−2.9 to−0.3] −1.3± 2.5 [−3.3 to 5.0] −1.7± 0.7 [−3.4 to−0.7]

Lateral profile (%) NoRS −0.2± 0.4 [−1.6 to 0.4] −0.9± 0.8 [−1.2 to 1.3] 0.6± 0.7 [−0.3 to 2.1]
RS= 2 cm −0.4± 0.5 [−1.6 to 0.6] −0.1± 0.8 [−1.7 to 0.9] −0.5± 0.5 [−1.5 to 0.3]
RS= 3 cm −0.3± 0.5 [−1.0 to 0.8] −0.4± 0.8 [−1.5 to 0.8] −0.1± 0.5 [−0.9 to 1.1]
RS= 5 cm 0.3± 0.7 [−1.1 to 1.7] −0.4± 0.7 [−1.4 to 0.5] 0.0± 0.6 [−1.0 to 1.7]
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RayStation underestimated the peak dose by up to 6% for the lower energies, likely because themodelled IDDs
could not be exported from the systemwith a resolutionfiner than 1 mm. In comparison, the resolution of the
modelled IDDs inGATEwas 0.1 mm; in Eclipse it variedwith depth and energy, however, it was approximately
0.1 mm in the peak region for the lower energies.

Themean differences in spot size across all nominal energies, between themeasured commissioning data
and the three beammodels, without anyRSs and for the 5 cmRS, are shown infigure 4(a) and (b), respectively, as
a function of distance from the isocentre (x direction only). Figure 4 also shows the absolute differences in spot
size at the isocentre (x direction) as a function of nominal energy for the three algorithms againstmeasurements,
without anyRSs (c) and using the RS= 5 cm (d). Themean differences for the case without RSswerewithin
0.1 mm for allmodels (maximumabsolute differences of 0.3 mm), with Eclipse having the smallest standard
deviation (maximumof 0.04 mm) andRayStation the largest (maximumof 0.14 mm), considering all depths. In
GATE, the highest differences occurred for the extreme energy values (70MeV and 245MeV), bothwith and
without RS, likely due to a poorerfit of the parametrisation in this region. The use of RSwas generally associated
with larger errors in spot size.Mean differences werewithin 0.4 mm for allmodels and generally smallermean
differences were observed for the RS= 2 cm andRS= 3 cmoptions.Maximumabsolute differences in spot size
were 0.8 mm for the TPSs and 1.7 mm forGATEwhen theRS= 5 cmwas included, and thesewere typically
found for themeasuring planes furthest from the source. For the RS= 5 cm case,maximumdifferences of
0.7 mmwere found inGATE for the lowest energy at the isocentre, which is equivalent to approximately 3.5%of
the spot size (20 mm). Differences werewithin 0.2 mm for energies above 120MeV, for all RS options. For
Eclipse andRayStation, all differences werewithin 0.2 mmand 0.4 mm, respectively, independently of RS
thickness. Therewas a tendency for all algorithms to underestimate slightly the spot size for energies below
120MeV, for the three RS options.

The 10× 10× 10 cm3 planswith 15, 20 and 30 cm range calculated using the threemodels agreedwell with
measured data. IDDs and lateral profiles for the 20 cm range plan are presented infigures 5 (a) and (b),
respectively. In general, for the IDDsmeasured on these boxfields, GATEunderestimated the dose in the build-
up region and overestimated the dose in the SOBPby up to 2%. Eclipse tended to underestimate the dose, with
the largest differences found for the planwith 30 cm range (up to 3.5% in the SOBP) and presented aflatter
SOBP for all cases, unlike the trend seen inmeasurements. Therewas no trend for RayStation. If differences
above 3.5%occurred, thesewere typically in the fall-off region. For the lateral profiles, differences in the tail
regionwere the largest for Eclipse, which underestimated the dose for all plans. IDDs for the 5× 5× 5 cm3 plan
with RS= 5 cm (figure 5(c))werewithin approximately 3% forGATE andRayStation. Similar differences were
reported in other studies (Rahman et al 2020). Generally, GATE andRayStation underestimated the dose in
comparison tomeasurements. Differences werewithin 5% for Eclipse, which overestimated the dose in the

Figure 3.Comparison between themodelled and themeasured IDDs in terms ofR80% (a),W80% (b), AUC (c), dose at 2 cmdepth (d)
and dose at the peak (e).
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build-up and underestimated the dose in the SOBP.Overall, slightly smaller differences in IDDswere achieved
for planswith the 2 and 3 cmRSs. For the corresponding lateral profiles (figure 5(d)), all algorithms presented
point by point differences within 1.7% for all RS options andEclipse showed a better agreement with
measurements in the tail region in comparison to the results for the planswithout RSs.

3.2.Demonstration of the use ofMC to complement commissioningmeasurements
The following sections aim to demonstrate the potential of a benchmarkedMCbeammodel to support the
different stages of the validation of the TPS in a newproton therapy facility. The outputs of Eclipse and
RayStationwere compared againstmeasurements andGATE for an extensive set of plans for different scenarios:
(1) optimisation of TPS calculation parameters, (2) dose assessment in homogeneous fields and (3) dose
assessment in non-homogeneous clinical fields.

3.2.1. Scenario 1: optimisation of calculation parameters
Ten SOBPplanswere calculated in Eclipse using a lateral cut-off (σEcl) of 2, 3 or 4. The point dose outputs were
compared to eithermeasurements orGATE simulations. Let DDTPS versus Meas. be the dose differences obtained
when comparing the TPSswith experimental data andDDTPS versus MC the dose differences between the TPSs
andGATE. Therewas a strong correlation betweenDDTPS versus Meas. andDDTPS versus MC for the threeσEcl
options (ρ= 0.93, Pearson’s correlation coefficient). Themean percentage difference between Eclipse and
experimentalmeasurements was−16.6± 1.4%,−2.8± 0.9% and−1.5± 0.9% forσEcl= 2, 3 and 4,
respectively. The corresponding differences against GATEwere−16.6± 1.7%,−2.8± 1.2% and−1.5± 1.3%,
indicating very similar trends. The smallest differences between Eclipse andmeasurements were forσEcl= 4, and
this conclusion could be derived by comparing Eclipse toGATE. The value ofσEcl= 4was used for all
subsequent Eclipse dose calculations.

The ten SOBPplanswere also recalculated in Eclipse for a grid resolution of 1× 1× 1, 2× 2× 2 and
3× 3× 3 mm3. The dose grid resolution had an impact only onfields with smallW80%, where finer resolutions
improved the dose calculation accuracy—in these cases, the excess error for using 3× 3× 3 mm3was 0.6%. The
same trendwas observedwhen comparing Eclipse dose outputs directly toGATE results. The Pearson’s
correlation coefficient betweenDDTPS versus Meas. andDDTPS versus MCwas 0.95. For the seven PSQA cases tested,

Figure 4.Comparison between themodelled and themeasured spot profiles. Average spot size difference across all energies, for the
sevenmeasuring depths, for the x profiles, without the presence of RSs (a) and considering RS= 5 cm (b); difference between the
modelled and themeasured spot sizes, for all clinical energies, at the isocentre plane, for spot profiles without RSs (c) andwith the
RS= 5 cm (d).
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themean absolute percentage differences between doses calculated in Eclipse andmeasurements were 1.3
±1.0%, 1.4± 1.2% and 1.8± 2.6%,while between Eclipse andGATE the differences were 1.4± 1.0%, 1.6± 1.2
and 1.9± 2.5%. The two datasets, DDTPS versus Meas. andDDTPS versus MC, were strongly correlated as well for all
grid resolutions (ρ= 0.84 Pearson’s correlation coefficient). The standard deviation of the differences increased
with increasing grid spacing—for example, an excess dose difference of 10%was observed for afieldwith large
dose inhomogeneities when using a dose grid of 3× 3× 3mm3. In summary, while dose outputs extracted from
the 1× 1× 1mm3 agreed best withmeasurement andGATE for both homogeneous and heterogeneous fields,
using such a fine gridwasmore important for heterogeneous fields, where the errors in the positioning of the
point dose are larger. A resolution of 1× 1× 1 mm3was applied to the rest of the plans calculated in this work
using Eclipse andRayStation.

3.2.2. Scenario 2:Homogeneous fields
Figure 6 (a) shows normalised dose values at 2 cmdepth for a 100MeVmonoenergetic layer offield sizes ranging
from3× 3 cm2 to 15× 15 cm2, obtained throughmeasurements, GATE, Eclipse andRayStation. All dose values
were normalised to the reference field size of 10× 10 cm2. Themeasured dose generally increasedwith
increasingfield size and a similar trendwas observed forGATE. Surprisingly, the dose for the largestfield size
(15× 15 cm2)was 0.2% lower than for the 12× 12 cm2

field.However, this difference waswithin the
uncertainty limits of themeasurements and all calculation algorithms. For both Eclipse andRayStation, the dose
was constant forfield sizes larger than 4× 4 cm2. Figure 6(b) shows the percentage difference for the three dose
calculations algorithms in comparison tomeasurements andfigure 6(c) shows the percentage differences in dose
for Eclipse andRayStation against GATE. ForGATE,maximumdifferences of approximately 1.4% against
measurements were observed for the smallerfield sizes of 3× 3 cm2 and 4× 4 cm2. The differences for Eclipse
andRayStation againstmeasurements were comparable with those detectedwith comparisons against GATE—

Figure 5. IDDs and lateral profiles for the 10× 10 cm2 SOBPplanwith 20 cm range (10 cmwidth), without RS (subfigures (a) and (b))
and for the 5× 5× 5 cm3 SOBPplanwith RS= 5 cm (subfigures (c) and (d)). Differences between dose calculation algorithms and
measurements are represented by the dashed lines.
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i.e. increased dose differences with decreasing field size, following very similar trends. Amaximumdifference of
3.5% and 2.5%was obtained for Eclipse andRayStation, respectively, when comparingwithmeasurements.
These differences were underestimated by 1.4%when comparing against GATE. In this experiment with
monoenergetic layerfields, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient betweenDDTPS versus Meas. andDDTPS versus MC

was also strong (ρ= 0.97 for Eclipse and ρ= 0.90 for RayStation).
Figure 7(a) presents the percentage differences in the output dose for the three dose calculation algorithms

againstmeasurements for the total of 39 SOBPplans. The correspondingmean differences were−0.1± 0.5%,
−2.0± 0.9% and−0.5± 0.5%, forGATE, Eclipse andRayStation respectively. GATE presented larger
differences for SOBPwith smallerW of 2 cm and Eclipse underestimated the dose formost fields. Figure 7 also
shows the dose differences at the centre of the 39 SOBPs for Eclipse (b) andRayStation (c) versusmeasurements

Figure 6.Normalised dose at 2 cmdepth obtained throughmeasurements and calculated usingGATE, Eclipse andRayStation, for a
100 MeVmonoenergetic layer, as a function of thefield size (a); percentage dose difference for GATE, Eclipse andRayStation against
measurements (b); percentage dose difference for Eclipse andRayStation against GATE (v).

Figure 7.Percentage differences in dose at the centre of 39 SOBPplanswith varying SOBP range, R, (10 cm to 35 cm) andwidth,W,
(2 cm to 20 cm), betweenmeasurements and the three dose calculations algorithms (a); point dose differences between the TPSs and
measurements and the correspondent difference region estimated byGATE, for Eclipse (b) andRayStation (c). TheGATE estimated
intervals were obtained from the TPSs difference against GATEplus orminus the standard deviation of theGATEdifferences against
measurements for the 10 subsets offields. Plansmarked in bold represent the selected sample of 10 SOBPplans.
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(solid dots) orGATE (shaded area). The shaded areawas created by applying a tolerance to the dose differences
(DDTPS versus MC), whichwas defined as the standard deviation of the differences betweenGATE and
measurements (±0.54%) for a subset of 10 fields (marked in bold in the axis of the figure). The Pearson’s
correlation coefficient betweenDDTPS versus Meas. andDDTPS versus MCwas 0.92 for Eclipse and 0.68 for
RayStation, indicating that GATE could better identify dose differences between Eclipse andmeasurements.

The coloured shaded regions infigures 7(b) and (c) represent the difference between theTPSs andGATE
plus a tolerance to account for the fact that GATE itself presents a difference againstmeasurements. Ideally, the
solid dots curves would fall within the confidence region ofGATE (shaded coloured region). Out of the 29 points
evaluated (i.e. after excluding the 10 plans used to define the tolerance), 21 points (72%)werewithin theGATE
prediction shaded area and 8 points (28%)were outside, for both Eclipse andRayStation. Generally, the points
were close to fall within the shaded area and themaximumdifference between the solid dots and the border of
the shaded areawas approximately 0.4% for both Eclipse andRayStation. The grey areas in subfigures (b) and (c)
are the regions outside the acceptance criteria established for these plans (maximum2%difference). If the
shaded region overlaps the grey region, based on comparisonwithGATE, there is a likelihood that the difference
will fall within the non-acceptance region. In total, 19 points were outside the 2% acceptance criteria when
comparing Eclipse tomeasurements. According to the comparisonwithGATE, 24 points were predicted to be
outside the acceptance criteria and 17 of these points (out of 19)were correctly predicted. No points were outside
the acceptance criteria when comparing RayStation tomeasurements, while one point had a small likelihood of
being outsidewhen comparing RayStation directly toGATE. These results show that homogenousfields
simulated in a properly commissionedMC system can be used to predict TPS deviations frommeasurements for
validation purposes, since there were no cases for which point dose differences werewithin 2%when compared
toGATEbut outside tolerancewhen compared to experiments. This would prevent the need formeasuring the
entire range offields, and rather a focus could bemade on the situations of predicted failure, reducing the
amount of in-person time required for physicalmeasurements.

Figure 8 shows themean dose differences for Eclipse andRayStation, considering the 39 SOBPplans, against
measurements (solid line) orGATE (dashed line), as a function ofR,W andRS option, which allow to identify
trends and limitations of the TPS in the dose calculation of different field types (deep/shallow,wide/thin, with
orwithout RS). For instance, Eclipse presented the largest differences for planswith 25 cmR and therewas a
trend for differences to increase with increasing RS thickness—both limitations could be identified through
comparisonswithGATE alone. The largest disagreement betweenDDTPS versus Meas. andDDTPS versus MCwas for
W= 2 cm, in agreement with the results infigure 7 (a)where it was shown thatGATEpresented larger
differences forW= 2 cm.

3.2.3. Scenario 3: non-homogeneous fields
Figure 9(a) shows the percentage differences in dosemeasured in up to three points perfield for 11 PSQAplans
(a total of 72 points) forGATE, Eclipse andRayStation againstmeasurements. Themean differences across the
72 points were−0.7±1.2%, 0.4±1.9% and−0.3±1.0% forGATE, Eclipse andRayStation, respectively. The
absolutemaximumdifferences againstmeasurements foundwere 2.9% for bothGATE andRayStation and
4.5% for Eclipse. BothGATE andRayStation tended to underestimate the dose for planswith the RS= 5 cm, in
comparison to planswithout orwith thinner RSs. In fact, the two algorithms presented a similar trend for
differences againstmeasurements across the entire dataset. Eclipse tended to overestimate the dose for plans
without anyRSs and underestimate the dose for shallow fields with the RS of 5 cm (Breast case). Figures 9(b) and
(c) show the differences for Eclipse andRayStation, respectively, when comparing againstmeasurements (solid

Figure 8.Average difference in dose between the TPS andmeasurements (solid line) and the TPS andGATE (dashed line) across all
SOBP considered, as a function ofR (a),W (b) andRS option (c).
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dots) andGATE (shaded area). The standard deviation of the differences betweenGATE andmeasurements was
±1.2% and this valuewas applied as the tolerance interval when comparing TPSs dose outputs directly toGATE,
similarly towhat was done in the case of homogenous fields. Out of the 72 points, 43 points (60%)werewithin
theGATEprediction shaded area and 29 points (40%)were outside, for both Eclipse andRayStation.Out of the
29 points that were outside theGATEpredicted area, 23 (∼80%of the points) corresponded tofields containing
the RS= 5 cm, forwhichGATEpresented larger discrepancies in comparison tomeasurements, whilst still
within the established acceptance interval (maximumof 3%difference).

The 3%/3 mm gammapass rate results forGATE, Eclipse andRayStation are presented infigure 10. The
gammapass rates forGATE andRayStation calculated planes in comparison tomeasured planes were all above
97%and 98%, respectively. Both the point dose differences (figure 9 (a)) and the gamma pass rate results for the
two algorithms followed a similar trend, and this ismost likely due to both algorithms beingMC-based. For
most plans, the gamma pass ratesfluctuated between 95%and 100% for Eclipse, with 8 out of 72 points

Figure 9.PSQApoint doses differences for the three dose calculation algorithms againstmeasurements (a); differences between the
TPS andmeasurements and the correspondent difference region estimated byGATE, for Eclipse (b) andRayStation (c).

Figure 10. Local gammapass rates (3%/3 mm,with 5% lower threshold cut) for GATE, Eclipse andRayStation against themeasured
planes. The data points are not correlated, and each point corresponds to an independent result within a treatment field.
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presenting gamma rates slightly below the established passing criteria. Although all algorithms showed different
trends for cases with orwithout RSs for the point dose evaluation (figure 9 (a)), the same trends were not directly
translated into the gammapass rate results with the chosen specifications.

The analysis of the 2Ddose planes indicated that overall, GATE andRayStation tended to underestimate
slightly the dosewhereas Eclipse tended to overestimate it. Examples of 3%/3 mm gamma index and dose
difference ((meas.-alg.)/alg.)maps can be found infigure 11 for a clinical brain planwithout RS and for a pelvis
planwith RS= 5 cm.

4.Discussion

In this studywe have demonstrated the potential ofMonte Carlo to support the commissioning of the treatment
planning systemof a new proton beam therapymachine. AMCmodelmay be developed early in the
commissioning process using the same beamdata required to commission a newPBS system. TheMCandTPS
models shouldfirst be benchmarked against commissioning data and comprehensivemeasurements on a small
number of representative homogeneous fields to verify the accuracy of the implementations. Then, by
evaluating the dose calculation algorithms on an extensive set of homogenous and non-homogenous plans, we
have shown thatMCmay be used as an independent dose calculation tool to complement (and potentially
reduce) the number ofmeasurements during the TPS dose validation.MChas the potential role to identify the
parameter space inwhich the TPS is expected to deviate frommeasurements and so focus in-person
measurement efforts on these cases for best use of commissioning time. Furthermore, it can help understand the
limitations and outputs from the TPSs, as well as in inform the optimisation of the clinical dose calculation
algorithms. This potential was demonstrated for different dose calculation engines available in two commercial
TPS systems. To the best of our knowledge this is the first study to focus on the use ofMC to support the dose
validation and verification steps of the commissioning of a treatment planning system.

Thefirst part of thework demonstrated a semi-automated process to develop a proton beammodel inGATE
and proposed a set of detailedmeasurements to benchmark its performance. Thismethodology is generalisable

Figure 11.Examples of local 3%/3 mm gamma index and local dose differencemaps between themeasured planes and the three dose
calculation algorithms, for twofields; case 1 is a brain case without RS and case 2 is a pelvis case with the 5 cmRS.
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and could be applied tomodel beamdata fromother PBS-PT centres with similar technology. The beam
modellingmethodology applied in this workwas based on that of Yeom et al (2020). This consisted of an
iterative optimisation of the energy and optical properties of the beam and the finalmodel was a parametrisation
of the optimal beamparameters as a function of nominal energy. Tomodel the optical parameters inGATE, the
best initialisation parameters werefirst roughly estimated, which accelerated the convergence of the
optimisation. The IDDswere calibrated using the area under the curve, thus avoiding the normalisation to be
performed at a single point along the IDD, similar to Aitkenhead et al (2020). One limitation of thismodelling
approach is the parametrisation itself, as the error between the optimal values for the beamparameters and the
fitted values can be considerable (up to 10%), particularly for the divergence and the energy spread. Similar
findings were observed byGrevillot et al (2011) andAitkenhead et al (2020) for the energy spread parameter,
although exact error valueswere not reported in the publications.

Maximumdifferences of 0.3 mmwere foundwhen comparing spot sizes without RSs obtainedwithGATE,
Eclipse andRayStation tomeasurements, for allmeasuring depths, andmaximumdifferences ranging from0.15
to 0.4 mmwere reported in the literature (Grevillot et al 2011, Rahman et al 2020, Saini et al 2017, Yeom et al
2020). An underestimation of the spot sizes of profiles with RSswas observed for all algorithms, for energies
below 120MeV. Themeasured profiles were noisier for the lower energies, therefore, there is a larger
uncertainty associated to thesemeasured spot sizes. Differences in spot size against the air profiles obtained
during commissioningwere slightly lower for Eclipse in comparison toGATE andRayStation, whichmay be
related to theway the different systemsmodel the RSs. Eclipse systemuses as input themeasured spot profiles
with andwithout RSs in the beammodelling process. However, in bothGATE andRayStation the
commissioning data of spot profiles with RSswere not used, and only thematerial of the RSswasmodelled. In
RayStation, the vendor optimisedmaterial was providedwithin thematerial options. InGATE, the density of the
RSmaterial was tuned tomatch themeasuredWET, however, this could be further improved to bettermodel the
true scattering properties of thematerial, perhaps by tuning the exact chemical composition and I -value. In our
MCbeammodelling process, we optimised optical parameters tomatch only the experimental data without RS.
Improvements could be achieved by, for example, finding the best optical parameters thatmatch spot profiles
bothwith andwithout RS, or to generate an independently optimisedmodel for eachRS separately (Fracchiolla
et al 2015,Winterhalter et al 2020a).

The differences inR80% between themeasured and themodelled Bragg peakswerewithin 0.4 mm for all
algorithms andmaximumdifferences of 0.6 mmand 1mmhave been reported in the literature (Grevillot et al
2011, Saini et al 2017). These small differences were translated into errors in range of the SOBPplanswithin the
calculated dose grid resolution. The overall shape of the IDDs and theway the absolute dose calibration is
implementedmay reflect on the performance of themodels. InGATE, the IDDswere calibrated to the area
under the curve, therefore there is a balance between the agreement in build-up and peak regions, when
comparing tomeasurements. The underestimation of the dose at 2 cmdepth in the IDDswas reflected in the
lower dose in the build-up region of the SOBPs and the overestimation of the dose at the peak can be associated
with the higher dose in the flat region of the SOBPs. Additionally, the overestimation of the dose in the peaks of
the IDDS is reflected in the dose outputs in the centre of SOBP (figure 7). This overestimationwas larger for
SOBPfields with smaller width, where a greater proportion of the dose is coming from the peak region, and
decreasedwith increasing width, where there is a larger contribution from the build-up regions of the individual
beams. Despite a good agreement againstmeasurements of the IDDs peak dose in Eclipse, a flat high dose region
in SOBPplanswas observed, unlike the pattern of themeasurements orGATE andRayStation. Furthermore, it
underestimated the dose in the centre of SOBPs by up to 4%. This can be associatedwith the fact that no
correction factor was applied from these box-field results, which is a possible dose calculation refinement in
Eclipse.We opted against applying this correction to our Eclipse beammodel since the dose underestimation
found for the homogeneous box-fields did not propagate to non-homogeneous fields.

It is of utmost importance to compare the final beammodels built both in the TPSs andMCagainst the
commissioning data itself, as any discrepancies present at this stagewill be reflected directly onmore complex
homogeneous and non-homogeneous clinical plans. For instance, the current version of RayStation does not
automatically compute spot profiles in the presence of the RSs, since this data is not used to build themodels.
Usersmust perform the dose calculations ofmonoenergetic pencil beams in air for the full energy range and
extract the corresponding spot sizes independently, and fromour experience this should not be overlooked. In
an earlier version of our RayStation dosemodel we found large differences against bothmeasurements and
GATE for non-homogeneous complexfields with RS for whichwere struggling tofind a justification. It was
upon explicitly benchmarking the air profiles with RS that we realised an error in defining the distances between
the isocentre andRS tray position. This errorwas subtle when analysing simpler, homogeneous fields. Having a
benchmarkedMCwhenwe started the commissioning process of RayStationwas crucial to identify (and correct
for) this error.More details on the differences in spot size in the presence of RSs pre- and post-correction of the
RS position can be found in supplementarymaterial 2.
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When benchmarking the beammodels, we tested their performance in seven representative SOBPs.
Measuring IDDs and lateral profiles in SOBPfields is time consuming.We believe that performing these
measurements in four SOBPs onlywould provide a good understanding of themodels’ performance (three
SOBPs plans of different ranges and one SOBPplanswith the thickest RS). Other SOBPswith different
configurations could be tested based onMC. In the second part of this work, an extensive range of
measurements was performed to demonstrate the potential ofMC to support the TPS dose validation and
evaluation, therefore, not exclusively to validate theMCandTPSmodels. First, it was shown thatMC can help
optimise TPS calculation parameters using a limited number of experimental data (10 SOBPfields). The
conclusion regarding themost suitable TPS dose calculation parameters, like lateral cut-offσEcl and grid
resolution, was straightforward fromMC, therefore we believe that calculation parameters can be chosen based
on comparisons of dose outputs in homogeneous and non-homogeneous fields againstMConly, without the
need formeasurements. Additionally,MC can be used to understand the TPS performance in homogeneous
fields, where from a smaller number of plansmeasured experimentally (the same 10 SOBPplans), one could gain
confidence on the performance of the TPS on awider range offields (in this work, we investigated 29more
plans). For our delivery system, selecting andmeasuring only a quarter of the totalfield of interest was adequate
tofind aGATE acceptance interval applicable tomostfields. Furthermore, it was shown thatMC can help
informon the impact of aspects such asfield size, range andwidth of SOBPs and the use of RS in complex plans.
Regarding the experiment which aimed to understand the dose output variation inmonoenergetic layers of
differentfield size,MC could potentially be used to explore the dose variation for other energies and other
depths along the Bragg peak, althoughwe did not investigate this in our study. Finally,MC can support the early
development and streamline of PSQAprocesses. Such a system can allow amore efficient and thorough
exploration of the TPS’s performance over the full range of clinically relevant scenarios and help identify any
limitations ahead of going live.

Rich experimental data helps building confidence in the dosemodels used clinically.We foundmaximum
differences against experimentalmeasurements and the three beammodels to bewithin 3.3% in homogeneous
fields, and 4.5% in non-homogeneous fields. This is in agreement with values reported in the literature (Trnková
et al 2016,Winterhalter et al 2018, Aitkenhead et al 2020). It is important to add that although experimental
measurements are considered the gold standard in dosimetry, these also have an associated uncertainty. One
source of uncertainties are the detectors, which are susceptible to positioning and setup errors. Detectorsmay
have calibration uncertainties and variations due to the operation and environmental conditions, whichmay be
also accompanied by beamoutput variations. Coutrakon et al (2010) estimated the error in dose delivered to a
water phantomby introducingmultiple randombeamdelivery errors and calculating the rootmean square of
the dose variation. The authors verified that dose errors due to beam energy and spot positioning variations
could be approximately 1.85%; errors due to beam spill non-uniformity, intensity regulation and finite scanning
speedwere below 0.5%. Although dosimetry uncertainties are recommended to be as low as possible, these
could add up to approximately 2% (Arjomandy et al 2019).

It was demonstrated thatMC tools have the potential to complement the time-consumingmeasurements, as
long as there is an awareness and confidence about the level of uncertainty of theMCmodel itself. The strong
correlation coefficient betweenDDTPS versus Meas. andDDTPS versus MC for homogeneous fields indicated that TPS
dose can be confidently comparedwithMC to complementmeasurements. A tolerancewas identified on a
smaller number offields (10 fields), and it was applied to understand dose differences on awider range of
scenarios (29 additionalfields). By using a carefully calibratedMC system, one can studymanymore scenarios
than those that can bemeasured due to time constraints and gain a deeper understanding of the TPS system and
its limitations. In ourwork,most point dose outputs that fell outside the clinically established passing criteria
when comparing tomeasurements, were also outside the same criteria when comparing against GATE.Having a
preliminary knowledge fromMCabout the expectedmeasurementsmay help understand and anticipate what
types offields aremore likely to notmeet set tolerance criteria and inform the need for additional refinement of
the TPSmodels.

MCworkflows are being increasingly used as independent dose calculation tool for PSQAprocesses
(Aitkenhead et al 2020, Xu et al 2022), andMCcan also be applied during commissioning to support the early
development of PSQAprotocols used at each centre.We analysed a small number of PSQAplans for a variety of
anatomical sites for proof-of-concept purposes. Unlike for homogeneous plans, where one tolerance valuewas
applied for TPS comparisons against GATE and it was applicable tomost plans, the threshold established as
tolerance for the PSQA results (standard deviation of differences betweenGATE andmeasurements for the 11
cases)was not adequate for all types of plans.Having a comprehensive analysis of both TPS andMCdoses for a
small number of cases, can give some early indication of the dose differences between dosemodels and
measurements for different clinical sites or treatment configuration and help the clinical teams decide on the
most adequate processes and criteria for PSQA. For example, ourfindings suggests that some plan
configurations, like typical head and neck fields with RS,may require different thresholds forMC to be use as an
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independent dose calculation algorithm. Furthermore, oncewe started patient treatment in our institution, we
realised that Eclipse tended to overestimate the point dose outputs for smallerfield planswithout RSs and
underestimate the dose outputs for large shallow planswith RSs, like breast plans. These discrepancies were not
expected prior to collectingmeasurements for a significant number of plans, but having theMC information, we
could have had better insights on the PSQAprocedure to adopt for these cases. Furthermore, planes not passing
the established criteria of 95% for the gammapass rate did not necessarily fail the passing criteria of 3% for the
point dosemeasurements within the same 2Dplane and vice-versa.More plans for the same anatomical site and
with similar treatment configurationsmust be evaluated to gain better confidence and reproducibility or to
identify any peculiar trends in the dose calculation outputs.

The commissioning period in very intensive and theremay be a compromise in the number of
measurements that would ideally be performed for the TPS dosemodel validation. Additionally, itmay also be
hard to identify when enoughmeasurements have been done to be confident in the dosemodel.Measuring IDDs
and lateral profiles in SOBPfields or clinical PSQA fields is extremely time consuming as the entirefieldmust be
redelivered for eachmeasurement point. Full experimental validation for a range of different field sizes, depths,
axes ofmeasurement, RSs options, etc, would require numerous days ofmeasurements. Due to constraints on
commissioning timelines and staffing, the full set of plannedmeasurementsmay not be performed, which
reduces the chances of identifying any limitations in the TPS beammodel ahead of going clinical, risking the
clinical acceptance of a non-optimal solution.We believe thatMC can help reaching the confidence level in the
TPS dosemodel quicker.MC can help troubleshoot if any discrepancies are present in the TPSmodel, test if
tuning TPS parameters will improvemodel accuracy, and overall exploremore scenarios than those that can be
realistically verified experimentally.

There are further benefits to having a tailoredMCmodel once a facility is clinically operating.MC can also be
used to support translational researchwork on applications such as linear energy transfer and relative biological
effectiveness calculations (non-available in all TPSs) (Smith et al 2022), out-of-field dosimetry studies and
assessment of radiation-induced late effects (Yeom et al 2020,De Saint-Hubert et al 2022). Additionally, it is
commonpractice for centres withmultiple gantries to commission these sequentially and acquirefirst all the
commissioning data required to build a beammodel in the TPS from a single gantry, whilst the other gantries are
being installed. Ideally, the beamproperties wouldmatch exactly across all gantries, however, in practice, this
will not be the case and therewill always be some discrepancies in spot sizes, outputs, range, etc. An established
process in-house for automatedMCmodelling can also facilitate futurework evaluating the impact of
differences between gantries and a refined beammodel which provides amore representativematch to all
gantries could be created.

In summary, in this work, we have demonstrated that an adequately benchmarkedMCmodel, developed
early in the commissioning of a newPBT facility, can support the commissioning of the TPS on different
applications, including optimisation of TPS calculation parameters, understanding of the dose calculation
limitations and early development of PSQAprotocols. However, regardless of the advantages thatMCbrings in
both the shorter- and longer-terms, building aMCbeammodelmay not be viewed as a priority during the busy
commissioning period, particularly due to lack of in-houseMCexpertise. However,MCmethods for beam
modelling are becoming increasingly available and shared and commercial products ofMC tools as independent
dose calculations are becoming available (Fuchs et al 2021). The detailed description of theMC implementation
process and evaluation of its performance and limitations on a comprehensive range of experimental data, as
presented in this study, alongwith the need for developing tools to facilitate, advance and automate
commissioning steps, will help proton centres achieve shorter commissioning periods and streamline their
daily work.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we developed aMCmodel inGATEof the clinical beam at our institution and investigated how that
MC could be used to support the extensive and time-consuming experimentalmeasurements during the
commissioning of the TPS system in a newproton therapy facility.We compared two commercial TPSswith
different dose calculation engines (Eclipse PCS andRayStationMC), against experiments andGATE, for an
extensive set of homogeneous plans inwater and non-homogeneous PSQA fields in solidwater. The three beam
models were first benchmarked against experimentalmeasurements, which verified their performance to be
within clinically acceptable limits. This work demonstrates that establishing aMC system early on in the
commissioning process can greatly enhance a centre’s ability to fully explore the performance and limitations of
their TPS by reducing the number of time-intensivemeasurements thatmust be performed. Itmay also support
the development of PSQAprocesses and acceptance criteria for different sites ahead of treatment start.
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